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Abstract— Manual test script design and development is a 
very tedious and time consuming procedure. A lot of time is 
being spent on this. This in turn increases manual efforts to 
develop the test cases and documentation issues for the test 
scripts. To avoid such issues test design can be automated. 
Therefore, to minimize these complications, instead of writing 
the test cases manually for each and every requirement, test 
script generation can be automated, using VBScript by 
following the standard format of test cases. Input 
requirements from the Excel sheet. In the user interface of the 
tool, we mention the Location (path) of the requirements file. 
Tool parses the requirements sheet and generates test scripts 
in the output folder as specified by the user. 
The generated test scripts will be in .VBS format which have 
to be executed to verify the test results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Software testing is an activity to check whether the actual 
results match the expected results. Test Case is a set of 
actions executed to verify a particular feature or 
functionality of your software application. Expected 
Results should be documented. 
Apart from your test case, it may have the field like Pre-
condition – which specifies things that me be in place 
before the test can run. It may also include Post-condition 
which specifies anything that applies after the test case 
completes. 
During the test case execution, we will document the 
results observed in the actual results column and may even 
attach some screen shots based on the results give Pass/Fail 
status. 
Fig.1 exemplifies input data. 

Fig.1 Format of Input Excel Sheet 

II. METHODOLOGY

Input File consists of Test Script Name, Test case Number, 
Test Case ID, Software Requirement, System 
Functionality, Test Description, Pass Criteria and Status. 
Number of rows in the excel sheet denote the number of 
test cases for the script. 

Fig.2 VbsEdit: Editor for VBScript Coding 

Code in VBScript for the following user defined functions 
for the generation of Test Scripts using VbsEdit, a 
Shareware Windows editor for VBScript development. 
Fig.2 shows the Editor Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) with a sample code to read the excel 
sheet. Hundreds of samples are available in the editor itself 
which is very helpful for VBScript beginners. Fig. 3 shows 
a basic input text box using VBScript. 

Fig.3 Example GUI using VBScript 

(To insert name in the test script to be generated) 

The following are a few examples of user defined functions 
involved in the designing of test scripts. 
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Fig.4 Example ForHeader ( ) function 

 

 
Fig.5 Example ForFooter ( ) function 

 
Similarly other functions which are necessary for Test 
Script are TestCase ( ), GetFolder ( ) and GetExcelPath ( ) 
 

 
Fig.6 Name and Path of the input file 

 

 
Fig.7 Example GUI 

 
Fig. 8 GUI to get the Output Folder Path 

 

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE TOOL 

 
Fig. 9 Automation Tool for getting Test Scripts 

 

The tool gets the input from the user, through the user 
interface; we can authorize the test script and enter the 
location and name of the input requirements file. The tool 
then parses the excel sheet column wise to extract the 
important rather required data to design the test script. 
Firstly header function is called as shown in Fig.4; it 
includes Test Case ID, System Requirement ID, Software 
Requirement ID, Test Description and Pass Criteria from 
the requirements worksheet. Secondly, and most 
importantly the Test Case function is executed. It should be 
coded as per the requirement. Depending upon the number 
of test cases in the test script, the function is called 
iteratively. Finally, the footer function is called as shown in 
Fig.5; it includes call for Report summary and reset 
functions. Eventually the test scripts will be generated in 
the output folder which the user enters as shown in Fig.8 
for the number of test cases as specified in the input 
requirement sheet. Thereby we can save a lot of time by 
just executing the .VBS files which have been generated 
automatically by the tool, instead of coding all the test 
scripts for each and every test case manually. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is a big break through that we have saved so much human 
efforts and Time being spent on coding the test scripts 
manually. Having built this tool incrementally with 
requirements clearly defined, there is a lot of scope for 
further modules or builds. 
Automation for self-review of the generated scripts, 
Automatic creation of Log File to summarize the test script 
generation, After each test script, Handling of exception 
cases needs to be done.  
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